Healthy Crops: A New Agricultural Revolution
Synopsis

This work powerfully asserts the idea that rather than using pesticides, the key to helping crops resist attacks from pests is to improve their strength through natural processes. Many of industrial agriculture's fundamental principles for fighting disease, in particular the reliance on pesticides and fertilizers, are explained and convincingly challenged and a new set of guiding principles for an ecological agricultural system are presented as a genuine alternative to the widespread use of chemicals.
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Customer Reviews

I only wish every farmer and worker of the land read this book. The facts shown here are clearly showing us we must honor what small amount of soil we have to produce the world's food and we must change modern agricultural ways (petrochemical use) before it is too late.

Good book for understanding how agriculture really works. You can get the gist of it in a few overview pages or delve deeply.

It's a very interesting book, with a different point of view in biological relations, indicated to all students involved in agricultural sciences.

It is a very good book about the Theory of modern agriculture. It is essential for farmers!
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